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Program

Thursday, September 23, 2010

9:00 Welcome

9:05 John Pannell Possible links between sexual-system evolution and demographic pro-
cesses in plants and animals

9:45 Thorsten Reusch Do plants evolve differently?

10:25 Stefan Laurent Aboveground plant populations are just the tip of the iceberg: seed
banks and metapopulation in wild tomato species

10:40 Coffee break

11:15 Laura Rose Evolution of disease resistance in wild tomatoes

11:55 Marcus Koch An Arabidopsishybrid zone—genetic differentiation along a gradient
reflects incomplete genetic amalgamation

12:35 Lunch

14:30 Alison Etheridge Modelling evolution in a spatial continuum

15:10 Peter Pfaffelhuber Discussion onNew models in population genetics

16:00 Coffee break

16:30 Torsten G̈unther Improved haplotype-based detection of selective sweeps insamples of
unequally related individuals

16:45 Cornelia Borck Linkage disequilibrium under soft selective sweeps

17:00 Tanja Stadler Inferring the epidemic behavior of viruses from sequence data

17:40 End of talks

19:00 Conference dinner at Hotel Nordic
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Friday, September 24, 2010

9:00 Arne Traulsen Games & genes

9:40 Lorens Imhof Phenotype switching and mutations in random environments

10:20 Coffee break

10:50 Duncan Greig Mysteries of the yeast life cycle

11:30 Martin Kapun Experimental evolution of temperature adaptation inDrosophila simu-
lans

11:45 Florian Clemente Base composition evolution in putative neutrally evolvingsequences in
theDrosophila melanogastersubgroup

12:00 Lunch

14:00 Bernhard Haubold Discussion onIndexes provide solutions to many computational prob-
lems in comparative genomics

14:50 Asger Hobolth Analysis of whole genome population genetic data

15:30 Coffee break

16:00 Dirk Metzler Jaatha: A fast composite likelihood approach to estimate demographic
parameters

16:40 Thomas Wiehe Measuring tree shape and using it as an evolutionary signature

17:20 Closing remarks

17:25 End of meeting



Abstracts

Cornelia Borck: Linkage disequilibrium under soft selective sweeps

Hermisson and Pennings have shown that a selective sweep is likely to be founded not by a single but by several
individuals, if the mutation rate to a selectively beneficial allele is sufficiently high. Such an event is called a soft
sweep and the complementary event (the classical case) a hard sweep. I will show that the linkage disequilibrium
pattern of a soft sweep differs substantially from that of a hard sweep due to haplotype structure.

Florian Clemente: Base composition evolution in putative neutrally evolving
sequences in theDrosophila melanogastersubgroup

The pattern of base composition is determined by four population genetic forces: mutation, biased gene conversion
(BGC), selection, and genetic drift. The relative strengthof these forces on putatively neutral evolving sequences
has often been discussed but remains ambiguous. Here we consider both polymorphism (Shapiroet al., 2007) and
divergence data (Singhet. al., 2009) to analyze these forces inD. melanogasterand its close relatives. Alignments
with the outgroupsD. simulans, D. sechellia, D. erectaandD. yakubaallow us not only to polarize polymorphism
but also to classify the age of mutations. In order to gain therelative influence of base composition evolution,
we compared fourfold degenerate sites to short introns. We find that AT/GC polymorphism is skewed towards
an excess of AT low-frequency variants, indicating that GC is selectively favored. This asymmetry is weak in
introns and pronounced at fourfold degenerate sites. While substitutions in introns are close to mutation-drift
equilibrium, fourfold degenerate sites show an excess of GC→AT substitutions, suggesting non-equilibrium. The
age classication of mutations reveals the existence of old polymorphism. On average, mutations in introns are older
than mutations at fourfold degenerate sites. Overall, introns and fourfold degenerate sites show distinct patterns,
suggesting the action of independent forces in base composition evolution. Therefore, common mechanisms, e.g.,
a shift in mutation bias or biased gene conversion as hypothesized in previous studies, seem relegated to a minor
role. Furthermore, the presence of old polymorphism, especially in introns, provides evidence against a bottleneck
in theD. melanogastersubgroup. The pattern in introns is close to that expected under mutation-drift equilibrium.
The slight asymmetry of the AT/GC polymorphism may be explained by weak selection in favor of GC or a
recent change in the mutation bias towards AT withinD. melanogaster. On the other hand, the pattern at fourfold
degenerate sites requires a complex form of selection: rather than a relaxation of selection due to a bottleneck, one
or more shifts in codon usage bias seem likely. Moreover, ourresults show clearly that fourfold degenerate sites
are inappropriate as a neutral reference to infer demography and selection. Short introns are closer to neutrality
but also have to be considered with caution.

Alison Etheridge: Modelling evolution in a spatial continuum

Kingman’s coalescent has been outstandingly successful asa tool in mathematical and statistical genetics. How-
ever, although it only applies to a very idealised biological situation and although it can be readily modified to
incorporate some more realistic biological features, a satisfactory approach to modelling populations evolving in a
spatial continuum has proved elusive, due in no small part toFelsenstein’s ‘pain in the torus’. On recent work with
Nick Barton, IST Austria, we introduced a new framework for modelling the evolution of a population evolving in
a spatial continuum which we will describe and, as time permits, explore in this talk.
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Duncan Greig: Mysteries of the yeast life cycle

The yeastSaccharomyces cerevisiaehas been used for thousands of years to make wine. In recent times, it has also
become a favourite model organism for biology, in part because certain features of its life cycle make it particularly
amenable to genetic and biochemical analysis. However, we know very little of how yeast lives outside the lab, and
we do not understand why the different mechanisms and features of the life cycle evolved, or how they function in
nature. I will review the yeast life cycle, point out some of major unanswered questions, and present some possible
answers that require further analysis.

Torsten Günther: Improved haplotype-based detection of selective sweeps in
samples of unequally related individuals

The increasing amount of genome information allows to address various questions regarding the molecular evolu-
tion and population genetics of different species. Such genome-wide datasets including thousands of individuals
genotyped at hundreds of thousands of markers require time-efficient and powerful analysis methods. The pres-
ence of population structure introduces a bias into presentpopulation genetic tests of natural selection, which may
confound results. Thus, modification of test statistics is necessary to introduce time-efficient and unbiased analysis
methods. We present an improved haplotype-based test of selective sweeps in samples of unequally related indi-
viduals. For this purpose, we modified existing tests by weighting the contribution of each individual based on its
uniqueness in the entire sample. In contrast to previous tests, this modified test is feasible even for large present
and future datasets. The analysis of empirical data from humans andArabidopsis thalianareveals different results
compared to previous tests. Additionally, we utilize forward-in-time simulations to estimate the sensitivity of such
haplotype-based test statistics to complex demographic scenarios, such as population structure, population growth
and domestication. Overall, the modified test leads to a slight increase of power to detect selective sweeps among
all demographic scenarios.

Bernhard Haubold: Discussion onIndexes provide solutions to many com-
putational problems in comparative genomics

Many computational challenges in comparative genomics aredue to changes in scale: solutions that work on the
scale of genes fail on the scale of genomes. In this discussion round I point out that there is a universal method to
overcome such problems: indexing.

Indexing has a long tradition in book making and computer science. When constructing a book index, the aim
is to make the text accessible via an alphabetically sorted list of key words and their locations. Similarly, a digital
index allows access to a potentially large body of data by traversing a sorted representation of the data rather than
the original data itself.

Comparative genomics data is routinely stored in tables that are administered using relational database man-
agement systems such as MySQL. Indexing large tables can speed up data access by a factor of 1000 and more.
But perhaps the best known application of computerized indexing is built into sequence comparison programs like
BLAST. In this software a short query sequence is indexed to speed up the search for homologs in a long subject
sequence. Not surprisingly, the converse, that is, to indexthe subject, leads to much greater increases in speed and
underlies programs such as BLAT.

The data structures used to index genome-scale sequences have been the focus of intensive research in computer
science over the past 15 years. Suffix trees, first made computationally tractable in the 1970’s, have been the
starting point of much of this work. They are perfect indexesin the sense that they track the positions of all
possible “words” in a text, rather than the finite list of key words at the back of useful books. The disadvantage
of suffix trees is their large memory requirement, which has lead to the development of two memory-efficient
implementations: (i) Enhanced suffix arrays, invented a decade ago, which underlie popular programs such as the
genome alignerMUMmer; and (ii) Ferragina-Manzini (FM) indexes, which are used inprograms like the short read
mapperbowtie.

So, next time you are confronted with a computational difficulties in comparative genomics, ask yourself: is
there an index structure that might help overcome the impasse?
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Asger Hobolth: Analysis of whole genome population genetic data

The DNA sequence of a whole genome can now be obtained at a relatively low cost, giving rise to population
genetic data sets with few individuals and many loci. In thistalk I will describe various ways of summarizing these
data sets and discuss corresponding analysis tools. The main focus will be on work of my own and collaborators,
but I will also mention work by others.

Lorens Imhof & Drew Fudenberg: Phenotype switching and mutations in
random environments

Cell populations can benefit from changing phenotype when the environment changes. One mechanism for gen-
erating these changes is stochastic phenotype switching, whereby cells switch stochastically from one phenotype
to another according to genetically determined rates, irrespective of the current environment, with the matching of
phenotype to environment then determined by selective pressure. This mechanism has been observed in numerous
contexts, but identifying the precise connection between switching rates and environmental changes remains an
open problem. Here we introduce a simple model to study the evolution of phenotype switching in a finite popu-
lation subject to random environmental shocks. We compare the successes of competing genotypes with different
switching rates and obtain a complete characterization of how the optimal switching rates depend on the frequency
of environmental changes in a symmetric setting. Our results explain why the optimum is relatively insensitive to
fitness in each environment.

Martin Kapun , Viola Nolte, Robert Kofler, Pablo Orozco, Thomas Flatt, &
Christian Schlötterer: Experimental evolution of temperature adaptation in
Drosophila simulans

Drosophila simulansoriginated in Madagascar, colonized Africa and recently spread around the world. The col-
onization of new habitats and climate zones might thus have involved multiple adaptations to new environmental
conditions. Various genome scans aiming to identify the underlying adaptations faced the problem to disentan-
gle demography and selection. Here we use a complementary approach to understand thermal adaptation inD.
simulansby experimental evolution selecting to segregating variation in natural outbred population from Northern
Portugal.

A starter-population ofD. simulanswas split into two subsets of five replicate populations each, which are
maintained at two different temperature extremes (10◦C and 28◦C, respectively). Using pooled samples from
individuals from different generations, we trace adaptation on the genomic scale by second generation sequencing
(Illumina GA IIx).

Marcus A. Koch & Roswitha Schmickl: An Arabidopsishybrid zone—genetic
differentiation along a gradient reflects incomplete genetic amalgamation

We describe a periglacial contact and suture zone of twoArabidopsisspecies:Arabidopsis lyrataandArabdiopsis
arenosa. Using chloroplast DNA sequence variation, microsatellite analysis, cytological data and morphometric
data we elaborate a phylogenetic-evolutionary scenario ofmultiple introgression fromA. arenosainto A. lyrata,
polyploidization, migration and secondary contact of the two species. The spatial dimensions are approximately
120 x 30 kilometers spanning a region from the Eastern Austrian Forealps to the Danube river in the Wachau region
and the adjacent Bohemian massif in the North. Along this geographical line we found considerable clinal genetic
variation indicating either incomplete genetic amalgamation due to continuous and eventually reduced interpopu-
lational geneflow or selection differs along this gradient since environmental conditions changes drastically from
the higher-elevation limestone dominated forealps to lowland areas in the Wachau region dominated by silicious
bedrocks. We will introduce various problems of the datasets such as differing mutational rates and changes in
ploidy level.
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Stefan Laurent: Aboveground plant populations are just the tip of the ice-
berg: seed banks and metapopulation in wild tomato species

Wild tomato species, which originated in western South America and the Galapagos Islands, are found in a wide
range of habitats, and have thus to cope with various abiotic(e.g. temperature fluctuations, drought) and biotic
stresses (e.g. attack by pathogens and herbivores). In order to study molecular signatures of adaptation, we
develop here first a demographic model taking into account the life history traits of such species, namely seed
bank, spatial structure of populations and range expansion. Our aim is to explain the discrepancies between the
high effective population size inferred from genetic data and the very small census population sizes observed in
nature. Metapopulation structure with restricted migration among demes and seed banks are two well known
mechanisms that increase effective population size. Here we estimate parameters of seed banks (germination rate
and maximum life expectancy of seeds) and of metapopulation(migration rates) using an Approximate Bayesian
Computation framework.

Dirk Metzler: Jaatha: A fast composite likelihood approach to estimate de-
mographic parameters

Given population genetic data from related populations or species we aim to estimate parameters like population
split times, population growth rates and migration rates. Maximum-Likelihood and Bayesian methods based on
importance sampling and MCMC are expected to give the best results but often need several months of computer
run-time for just one dataset. Moreover, some dataset require models which are not incorporated in the available
implementations of these methods, and the development of such a software package may also take years due to the
complex data structures involved. We discuss alternative heuristics that are fast and easy to implement.

John Pannell: Possible links between sexual-system evolution and demo-
graphic processes in plants and animals

The remarkable diversity of plant sexual systems points to repeated evolutionary transitions between contrast-
ing strategies. One frequent such shift is the evolution of self-fertilisation. Another is the transition between
hermaphroditism and dioecy (the possession of separate sexes). In my presentation, I will explore the implications
of demographic fluctuations, operating at a number of spatial scales, for transitions from dioecy to self-compatible
hermaphroditism. Although I will focus particularly on a series of detailed studies of an uncharismatic European
herb, my main aim will be to illustrate the striking parallels displayed by plants and animals that have undergone
the same evolutionary transitions for apparently similar reasons—selection for reproductive assurance when mating
partners are scarce. For subsequent discussion, I will ask to what extent plant and animal systems in which shifts
in both sexual systems and population structure may have coincided provide fertile material for population-genetic
analysis of signatures of demographic processes.

Peter Pfaffelhuber: Discussion onNew models in population genetics

Population genetics has inspired an impressive body of research in mathematics over the past decade. However,
only if empiricists are aware of the structure of the models coming out of this research can the new ideas find their
way into mainstream biology. Here we will discuss two recentremarkable models that are concrete enough for
transfer to empirical studies:

1. Usually, populations under natural selection are studied using a Wright-Fisher model in which the number
of offspring per individual depends on the parental genotype. Brunet and Derrida have recently introduced
a contrasting model in which each ofN individuals in a population produces the same number of gametes.
These inherit their fitness from their parents and the fittestN gametes survive to reproduce.

2. While real populations live in continuous space, population geneticists usually model populations as occupy-
ing discrete islands. The new spatial model by Barton and Etheridge overcomes this gap between model and
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reality by placing populations in two-dimensional continuous space. Every individual can leave offspring in
a circular area centered on the parent’s location.

Both models are mathematically tractable and ready to be applied to population genetic measurements.

Thorsten Reusch:Do plants evolve differently?

Somatic mutations are an underappreciated source of genetic variation within multi-cellular organisms. The result-
ing genetic mosaicism should be particularly abundant in large clones of vegetatively propagating plants. Little is
known on the abundance and ecological correlates of geneticmosaicism in field populations, despite its potential
evolutionary significance. Because sexual reproduction restores genetic homogeneity, the prevalence of genetic
mosaicism should increase with increasing clonality. Thiswas tested in populations of the ecologically impor-
tant marine angiosperm Zostera marina, ranging from Portugal to Finland. Genetic mosaics were detectable as
complex microsatellite genotypes at two hypervariable loci that revealed additional mosaic alleles, suggesting the
presence of multiple divergent meristematic cell lineageswithin the same plant module. As predicted, the pro-
portion of mosaic genotypes was negatively correlated withclonal richness, and thus, sexual reproduction. The
neutral mutations observed at microsatellite markers suggest the possibility of degradation of traits involved in sex-
ual reproduction no longer selected for. On the other hand, the identified genetic variation may also be correlated
with adaptive genetic variation within clones, compensating for the lack of meiotic mutations in the near-absence
of sexual reproduction.

Laura Rose: Evolution of disease resistance in wild tomatoes

I will describe our investigations of the evolutionary history of five genes in a defense signaling pathway in wild
tomatoes. Pathway theory predicts that genes that functiondownstream in the pathway, which serve as conver-
gence points for upstream signals, should show greater evolutionary constraint. We find that two of the upstream
genes evolve under strong evolutionary constraint, while the other genes, which operate further downstream in
the pathway, show evidence of balancing selection. This counterintuitive observation may be likely in pathways
involved in pathogen defense. Pathogens may specifically target downstream positions in resistance pathways to
manipulate or nullify host resistance. However, plants also express pathogen specific receptors that function up-
stream in resistance pathways and activate the resistance responses upon pathogen detection. Therefore, it is likely
that genes throughout defense pathways serve as targets forcoevolution between hosts and pathogens.

Tanja Stadler: Inferring the epidemic behavior of viruses from sequence data

I present a method which allows to infer directly epidemiological and evolutionary parameters from virus se-
quences using a Bayesian method. The epidemiological modelhas a parameter for transmission and becoming-
non-infectious and therefore explicitly describes the epidemiological process, in contrast to the previously used
coalescent which merely captures the changes in effective population size. The model is implemented as a prior
distribution in the Beast software package. The epidemiological model can be used together with any of the evo-
lutionary models.

Using our method, we analyzed several HIV-1 subtype B sub-epidemics in Switzerland. In particular, we
calculated the basic reproductive numberR0, which determines the spread of an epidemic, to be between 1.05 and
4.62.

The advantage of the presentedR0 estimation is that the method only relies on sequence data. Existing R0

estimation methods are based on the initial population growth or on the coalescent and rely on a good estimate of
the length of infection time, which is problematic as this time span is very variable for HIV.

Arne Traulsen: Games & genes

In the past years, evolutionary game theory has benefited a lot from adopting concepts and ideas from population
genetics. The focus shifted from infinite populations to stochastic effects in finite population games. Now, quan-
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tities such as fixation probabilites are also routinely addressed in evolutionary game theory. Evolutionary games
are often viewed as a phenotype based approach to evolutionary change, since they do not take the intricacies of
genetic architecture into account. Typically, evolutionary game theory considers pairwise interactions. While most
researchers have interacting organisms in mind, e.g. in thecontext of behavioral ecology or social interactions, it
could also be the two alleles at one locus in a diploid genome.Based on this perspective, many results from evolu-
tionary game theory can be transferred to population genetics (and vice versa). Several examples will be presented
where evolutionary game theory and population genetics canconstructively interact with each other, which can
provide new perspectives in both fields.

Thomas Wiehe:Measuring tree shape and using it as an evolutionary signa-
ture

Although tree shape measures have attracted the attention of theoreticians at least since the 1980s, they have so
far found relatively little use in practical methods of phylogenetics or population genetics. In this talk, I will give
a short review of tree shape measures, discuss weaknesses and strengths, and show an application in population
genetics.
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